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Solved Examples for Molecularity and Order 

of Reaction 
Example  :   The experimental data for the reaction 

                   2A + B2 → 2AB 

                   is as follows: 

Expt. No. [A] 

(mol L-1) 

[B2] 

(mol L-1) 

Rate 

(mol L-1 s-1) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

0.50 

0.50 

1.00 

0.50 

1.00 

1.00 

1.6×10
-4

 

3.2×10
-4

 

3.2×10
-4

 

Write the most probable equation for the rate of reaction giving reason for your answer.  

Solution :    From an examination of above data, it is clear that when the concentration of 
B2 is doubled, the rate is doubled. Hence the order of reaction with respect to B2 is one. 

Further when concentration of A is doubled, the rate remain unaltered. So, order of reaction 
with respect to A is zero. 

        The probable rate law for the reaction will be -dx/dt = k[B2][A]0 = k[B2] 

                        Alternatively  Rate = k[B2]
α 

                                  1.6 × 10-4 = k[0.5]α 

                                        3.2 × 10-4 = k[1]α 

                     On dividing we get α  = 1 

                    .·.      Rate = k[A]0[B2]
1 = k[B2]  

Example  :    For the reaction 

                   A + 2B → 2C 

                   the following data were obtained. 
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Expt. No. Initial concentration (mol L-1) 

  [A]                                 [B] 

Initial reaction rates 

(mol L-1min-1) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

1.0 

2.0 

3.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

2.0 

3.0 

0.15 

0.30 

0.45 

0.15 

0.15 

        

                 Write down the rate law for the reaction. 

                 Write down the rate law for the reaction. 

Solution  :   Let the rate law be 

                -dx/dt = k[A]x [B]y 

By keeping the concentration of B constant in experiments (1), (2) and (3) and increasing 
concentration uniformly, the rate also increases uniformly, thus, 

        Rate ∞  [A],    i.e., x = 1 

By keeping the concentration of A constant in experiments (1), (4) and (5) and increasing 
the concentration of B, the rate remains the same. 

Hence,                       y = 0 

The rate law is  -dx/dt = k[A] 

Alternatively method: 

From Expt. (1),   k[1.0]x[1.0]y = 0.15          ....(i) 

From Expt. (2),   k[2.0]x[1.0]y = 0.30           ... (ii) 

Dividing Eq. (ii) by Eq. (i), 

[2.0]x/[1.0]x = 0.30/0.15 = 2 
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So ,    x  = 1 

From Expt. (1),   k[1.0]x[1.0]y = 0.15         ....(i) 

From Expt. (4),   k[1.0]x[2.0]y = 0.15          .... (iii) 

Dividing Eq. (iii) by Eq. (i), 

           [2.0]y/[1.0]y = 1 

So ,    y = 0 

Hence, the rate law is -dx/dt = k[A].  

Example   :    For the reaction: 

                    2NO + Cl2  →  2NOCl 

                     at 300 K following data are obtained. 

Expt. No. Initial concentration   

                [NO]                               [Cl2] 

Initial rates 

1. 

2. 

3. 

0.010 

0.010 

0.020 

0.010 

0.020 

0.020 

1.2×10
-4

 

2.4×10
-4

 

9.6×10
-4

 

        

Write rate of law for the reaction. What is the order of the reaction? Also calculate the 
specific rate constant. 

Solution  :  Let the rate law for the reaction be 

                          Rate = k[NO]x[Cl2]
y 

                 From Expt. (1),   1.2×10-4 = k[0.010]x[0.010]y   ... (i) 

                 From Expt. (2),   2.4×10-4 = k[0.010]x[0.020]y  ... (ii) 

                 Dividing Eq. (ii) by Eq. (i), 
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                 (9.6×10-4)/(2.4×10-4) = ([0.020]x )/[0.010]x 

                 or         2 = (2)y 

                             y = 1 

                 From Expt. (2), 2.4×10-4 = k[0.010]x[0.020]y          .... (ii) 

                 From Expt. (3), 9.6×10-4 = k[0.020]x[0.020]y          .... (ii) 

                 Dividing Eq. (ii) by Eq. (ii), 

                (9.6 × 10-4)/(2.4 × 10-4) = ([0.020]x)/[0.010]x 

                 or             4 = 2x 

                                 x = 2 

                         Order of reaction = x + y = 2 + 1 = 3 

                 Rate law for the reaction is 

                         Rate = k[NO]2[Cl2] 

                 Considering Eq. (i) again, 

                 1.2 × 10-4 = k[0.010]2[0.010] 

                 k = (1.2×10-4)/[0.010]3 = 1.2×102 mol-2 litre2 sec-1  

Example   :    For the hypothetical reaction 

                   2A + B → products 

                   the following data are obtained. 
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Expt. No. Initial conc. of (A) 

(mol L-1) 

Initial of 

(B) 

(mol L-1) 

Initial rate 

mol L-1 s-1) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

0.10 

0.30 

0.30 

0.10 

0.20 

0.30 

0.20 

0.40 

0.80 

0.40 

0.60 

1.20 

3×10
2
 

3.6×10
3
 

1.44×10
4
 

Find out how the rate of the ration depends upon the concentration of A and B and fill in the 
blanks. 

Solution  :    From Expt. (2) and (3), it is clear that when concentration of A is kept 
constant and that of B is doubled, the rate increases four times. This shows that the 
reaction is of second order with respect to B. 

Similarly, from Expt. (1) and (2), it is observed that when concentration of A is increased 
three times and that of B two times, the rate becomes twelve times. Hence, the reaction is 
first order with respect to A. 

                  Thus the rate law for the reaction is 

                   Rate = k[A][B]2 

(iv)            
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 (v)   Method I:    

              

Do these problems using L' Hospital's Rule, if you know, otherwise we shall study this rule in 
next chapter. 

 Method 2: limx→1 x cot Πx....... here put x = (1 + h) 

                 =  limh→0 (1+h)cot(Π+Π h) 
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                 = limh→0 [(1+h)1/h ]h/tan Πh 

                 = limh→0 e
Πh/tan Πh .  (1/Π) 

                 = e1/Π  

  Note: cot (Π+Πh) = cot Πh = 1/tan Πh 

or     2 = 2y 

or     y = 1, i.e., first order w.r.to I- 

From Expt. (1), 1.75×10-4 = k[0.0017]x[0.0017]y[1.0]z 

From Expt. (4), 3.50×10-4 = k[0.0017]x[0.0017]y[0.5]z 

    (1.75 × 10-4)/(3.50 × 10-4) = [1.0]z/[0.5]z 

or      1/2 = 2z 

or      2-1 = 2z 

z = -1, i.e., order w.r.to OH- is -1. 

Rate law = k[OCI-][I- ]/[OH-] 

From Expt.(1)k = (1.75×10-4[OH-])/[OCI-][I-] = (1.75 × 10-4×1.0)/(0.0017×0.0017) 

       = 60.55 s-1  

Example  :    The rate law for the reaction, 

                   2Cl2O  →  2Cl2 + O2 

                   at 200oC is found to be :    rate = k[Cl2O]2 

(a)    How would the rate change if [Cl2O] is reduced to one-third of its original value? 

(b)    How should the [Cl2O] be changed in order to double the rate? 

(c)    How would the rate change if [Cl2O] is raised to threefold of its original value? 
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Solution  :   

(a)    Rate equation for the reaction, 

         r = k[Cl2O]2 

         Let the new rate be r'; so 

         r' =  k[(Cl2 O)/3]2 = 1/9 r  

(b)    In order to have the rate = 2r, let the concentration of Cl2O be x. 

        So      2r = kx2                        .... (i) 

        We know that  r  =  k[Cl2O]2        .... (ii) 

        Dividing Eq. (i) by (ii), 

        2r/r = (kx2)/(k[Cl2 O]2 ) 

        or       2  =  x2/[Cl2 O]2 

        or       x2 = 2[Cl2O]2 

        or       x =  √√2 [Cl2 O]  

(d)    New rate  =  k[3Cl2O]2  =  9k[Cl2O]2  =  9r 

Example :     For a reaction in which A and B from C, the following data were obtained from 
three experiments: 

Expt. No. Initial conc. (mol L-1) 

 

                [A]                                 [B]     

Initial rate 

(mol L-1 s-1) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

0.03 

0.06 

0.06 

0.03 

0.06 

0.09 

0.3×10
-4

 

1.2×10
-4

 

2.7×10
-4
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What is the rate equation of the reaction and what is the value of rate constant?  

Solution  :  Let the rate equation be k[A]x[B]y 

                 From Expt. (1), 0.3×10-4 = k[0.03]x[0.03]y            ... (i) 

                 From Expt. (2), 1.2×10-4 = k[0.06]x[0.06]y             ... (ii) 

                (1.2 × 10-4)/(0.3×10-4) = ([0.06]x [0.06]y)/([0.03]x [0.03]y) 

                             = 2x × 2y = 4                                                 ... (iii) 

                 Similarly from Expt. (1) and (3), 

                 2x ×3y = 9                                                     ....(iv) 

                 Solving Eq. (iii) and (iv), 

                 x = 0,        y = 2 

                 Rate equation,    Rate = k[B]2 

                 Considering Eq. (i) again, 

                 k = (0.3×10-4)/[0.03]2 = 3.33 × 10-2 mol L-1 s-1 

 

 


